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Instead, focus on the people you have helped and they gave you compliments. Indeed, chances are the waiting
staff will tell the kitchen to mop the floor with the steak before they cook it! Below are some of the benefits
you can expect to enjoy when you start being more assertive at work. It sounds really silly, but it is a low-risk
test that I can use to practice being assertive. You are not making your needs clearly known and being firm
about them. Rancer Ph. Another example is my father; he works in the morning and takes care of my mom
when he gets off from work. Instead of answering questions I would try to look very intently at the teacher.
Bossy and pushy people are generally aggressive whereas pushovers are passive. When someone is expressing
himself and you do not agree with him, start by showing empathy. You sacrifice beyond the norm and
internally hurt as others enjoy life at your expense. As such, it enables you share your thoughts and opinions in
a particular manner. You may have grown up knowing that humility is the quality of accepting unfair
treatment without raising objection. When you tell them to improve their work and stop doing it for them, they
will know that things have changed. When you become more assertive, he will see the need to make changes.
If you are not sure what is best for you, postpone the conversation. When you begin valuing yourself, you will
know that you have something that the world needs. Then proceed to express your dissenting thoughts. When
implemented and it brings success, you can be sure your colleague will have a special recognition for you.
Certainly, more respect ought to be coming your way. It is important that you get rid of negative people from
your life. Therefore a more enjoyable life at work will go a long way in ensuring your life is great. A better
life in general â€” Most of your waking hours are spent at work. If for example you value integrity, you will
be opposed to ideas which seek to keep the truth hidden. You fear losing friends. All that matters is what they
want and that is what has to be done. Email Andy. One theory is that as a child grows some may I remember
the day I finally worked up the courage to answer a question in class. We exaggerate others disappointment
and the offense we imagine they have to messages we are sending them. Since you know that your opinions
have value, you will give suggestions boldly knowing they can turn situations around. You will also be able to
enjoy your friendships more than you used to. More than that, he also gets time to do some personal work too.
As a result, he gets enough time to finish his duties without undue pressure. At work, you communicate
mainly to collaborate with your colleagues as well as to bond. Apologizing too much indicates low self
confidence. While this part may want to lash out unconstructively, it also has the gift of sensitivity. Being
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March 3, Decades and generations ago, men and women seemed to have firmer codes to behave; men could be
loud and assertive, but women were expected to be meek and feminine.


